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Abstract 
We describe an extension of the type inference of Standard ML that covers polymorphic 
recursion. For any term t of SML, a type scheme r and a system L of inequations between 
(simple) types is computed, such that the types of t are the instances of 7 by substitutions S that 
satisfy L. Both the inequation constraints L and their principal solutions are computed bottom-up 
in a modification of Milner’s algorithm W. The correctness proof is complicated by the fact 
that (a) semiunification - unlike unification - generally does not allow one to refine a solution 
by composition with an arbitrary substitution and (b) a more restrictive criterion for introducing 
quantifiers in types of let-bound variables is needed. @ 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. 
All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
Statically typed polymorphic functional programming languages like ML [19] owe 
some of their success to these properties of the underlying type system of Damas and 
Milner [3]: typability of an untyped term is decidable; for typable terms, a schema 
representing the set of its types can be inferred automatically; the declaration of poly- 
morphic values by the user is supported; well-typed terms do not cause run-time type 
errors. 
However, these properties are achieved by restricting polymorphism somewhat. 
Firstly, I-abstraction is monomorphic: a function may accept arguments of different 
types, but the argument must be used with the same type at each occurrence in the 
body of the function; relaxing this one loses the existence of principal types. Secondly, 
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recursion is monomorphic: at each occurrence in its definition, a recursive function f 
must be used with the type of its defining term e. Polymorphic recursion, in contrast, 
allows a recursive function f to assume different types at each occurrence in its defining 
term e, all being instances of the type of e. 
By relaxing monomorphic to polymorphic recursion, one obtains the Milner-Mycroft 
or ML+-type system, which still has the subject-reduction and the principal types 
properties. There are useful ML+-typable programs which are not ML-typable, and any 
ML-typable term is ML+-typable, with at least as general a principal type. Mycroft 
[20] proposed a semi-algorithm to compute principal types for ML+-typable terms via 
approximations, but there are many examples of ML+-untypable terms on which this 
semi-algorithm diverges. Henglein [6,7] and Leil3 [14] proposed semi-algorithms based 
on semiuniJcation, which terminate also on all known examples of ML+-untypable 
terms. 
As shown in Henglein [7] and Kfoury et al. [ 131, Milner-Mycroft typability is equiv- 
alent to semiunification, and hence, by a result of Kfoury et al. [12], undecidable. The 
importance of this result has to be judged from a practical point of view. ML type in- 
ference is DEXPTIME complete (see [ 11, 17]), but appears to be linear in programming 
practice. A similar difference between theoretical and practical complexity may well 
hold for ML+ type inference (cf. [7]): there are no known inputs to the semiunification 
algorithms of Henglein [6,7] and LeiD [ 141 which cause non-termination. 
We think that only practice can tell which type discipline is most helpful in actual 
programming and have therefore incorporated ML+ type inference into the SML of 
New Jersey [l] compiler, with an option to switch at any time between ML+- and 
ML-typing. In this implementation, the type-inference phase under the ML+ regime 
takes approximately twice as long as under the ML regime, leading to an approximate 
20% increase in total compile time. For details see [5]. 
The main contribution of this paper is a new algorithm for ML+-type inference, 
tightly integrating semiunification into Milner’s algorithm for ML, and a proof of 
its correctness. First appearances notwithstanding, the proof of the correctness of this 
integration is not a simple modular composition of existing understanding of, on the 
one hand, a bijection between semiunification and type-inference problems and, on 
the other, Milner’s incremental calculation of solutions to type-inference problems. The 
proof involves a new notion of typing modulo a context of mixed polytype/monotype 
unknowns, a change to ML’s generalization of inferred types, and attention to the fact 
that although semiunification generally does not allow the composition of solutions from 
the solutions of subproblems, the instances raised by ML+-type inference, principal 
solutions can be composed. 
In Section 2, we will recall the ML- and ML+-type systems. Section 3 sketches 
methods for ML+-type inference given by Henglein [7] and Kfoury et al. [ 131, in the 
style of Curry-Hindley. Section 4 introduces our method for ML+-type inference, in 
the style of Milner’s [ 181 algorithm YV. Some new lemmata on semiunification and 
the main points of the proof of the correctness, principal types and weak completeness 
follow in Section 5. (For full proofs, see [4].) 
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2. The type systems of Damas-Milner and Milner-Mycroft 
The term language we use has expressions (individual variable, application, 
A-abstraction and let-abbreviations) and declarations (value declarations and recur- 
sive value declarations), following the notation of SML (cf. [ 191): 
Expressions e :=x 1 (e.e) 1 (f nx=>e) 1 (letdineend) 
Declarations d := valx=e 1 valrecx=e 
Metavariables e, s, t are used to range over terms, and individual variables are taken 
from an enumerated set IV. (By convention, the bound individual variables of a term 
are pairwise distinct, and disjoint from its free variables.) On the level of types, 
we distinguish between mono(morphic)types (type variable and function space) and 
poly(morphic)types (monotype and type schema), given by 
Monotypes z := a / (z --f e) Polytypes Z:= z 1 V’aZ 
We use a,/$ y, 6 for type variables, taken from an enumerated infinite set TV, and 
--- 
p,rr,r for monotypes and p,o, r for polytypes. By IV’(Z) we mean the set of type 
variables free in Z. (To keep free and bound type variables disjoint, when binding c( in 
r we officially exchange M. in r for its twin a’ from an isomorphic copy BTV of TV.) 
An environment I’ is a finite partial function from individual variables to polytypes, 
written as a set of typing statements x : Z. We use FV(F) := {N I for some x : Z in r, 
c1 E IV(Y)} for the type variables free in r, and BV(F) for the type variables bound 
in r. A type substitution S is a function from TV to monotypes with finite support 
(extended to the identity on BTV). A monotype r is a (generic) instance of i?, Written 
as 5 + z, if r = Scr for the quantifier free part cr of ‘is and a substitution S which is the 
identity on FV(i7). We say 51 + 82, if Et + r for each r such that 02 + r. 
For an environment r and a polytype Z, by Tr we mean the universal closure of 
z with respect to F, obtained from Z by quantifying all its free type variables except 
those of FV(F). We say S afSects cc, if S(e) # a or c( E FV(@) for some p # CI. 
Proposition 1. S(?) + Esr, and if S does not affect FV(z) - FV@), S(Yr) = Es’-. 
The set { r 1 F t e : z } of types of a term e, relative to an environment r that 
contains an assumption x: T(x) for each x free in e, is inductively defined by a type- 
assignment calculus, see Fig. 1. The first six typing rules define’ the Damas-Milner 
calculus, which we will also refer to as ML. The Milner-Mycroft calculus, referred 
to as ML+, is obtained by replacing the rule Ret Dee by PolyRec Dee, which relaxes 
the requirement that assumption and body type be equal to one that they be equal 
modulo stripping quantijers from the assumption. 
2 The calculi of Milner [3] and Mycrofi [20] use V-introduction and -elimination rules on the right of t-. 
We work with syntax-directed versions like the one of Milner et al. [19]. 
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T(x) > z 
Var 
r t e:r 
r I-x:.x’ 
if x is a variable Dee 
r E valx=e:{x:C} 
r t et : 7’ -+ 7, r I- e2 : Z’ 
APP 
ru{x:7) t e:r 
Ret Dee r I- elez : z r F valrecx=e : {x: f} 
ru{x:?} t e:~ 
Fun PolyRec Dee 
ru{x:‘;crr) t e:r 
r t (fnx=>e):z’-+r r k valrecx=e: {x : f} 
Let 
I- I- d : rf, rur’t e:t - 
r I- 1etdineend:r 
Fig. 1. Typing rules for ML and ML+. 
A disadvantage of monomorphic recursion is that, while datatypes with increasing 
type parameters can be defined in SML, recursion along the structure of their data is 
impossible: 
Example 2 (C. Elliott, sml-list 1991). Suppose we store data of type ~1, indexed by 
structured keys, in a tree-like datastructure called cz-trie (used in information retrieval): 
datatype key = 
Atom of int 1 Pair of key * key 
dat atype ‘a trie = 
Empty 1 Branch of ((int * ‘a) list) * ((‘a trie) trie) 
For atomic keys, the data are stored in the first component, a list, while for pairs 
of keys, the data for all keys with the same first component are grouped into a trie 
structure organized according to the second component of keys. The (partial) function 
fun find (Branch((c,a): :l,_>, Atom(d)) = 
if d=c then a else find (Branch(1, Empty), Atom(d)) 
I find (Branch(_,t), Pair(p,q)) = find (find (t,p>, q> 
is untypable in SML: since &ties contain (a-trie)-subtries, functions recurring along 
the structure of c&ries need more complex types at recursive calls than at top level. 
The principal Milner-Mycrofi type of find is cr-trie x key --) CI, as one would expect. 
Other examples of typing anomalies raised by ML’s monomorphic recursion are 
noted in Mycroft [20], Henglein [7], Kfoury et al. [13] and Rittri [22]. (See also the 
collection in [5].) 
Let tML be ML-derivability, tML+ be ML+-derivability, and FM be ML- or ML+- 
derivability. A programmer is interested in principal types relative to the closed envi- 
ronment containing type schemes for built-in constants and user-declared variables, i.e. 
in the following notions: 
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Definition 3. Let I’ be closed, i.e. IV(T) = 0, let e be an expression and d a decla- 
ration whose individual variables, except the declared one, have a type in r. We say 
r is a principal type of e relative to r, if for each cr, r FM e : CT iff CJ =Sz for some 
substitution S. We say {x : 7) is a principal type (statement) of d relative to r, if 
r tM d : {x : Z} and for each {y : a}, if r FM d : {y : i?}, then y = x and Z + 0. 
To prove the existence of principal types for ML-typable terms and to compute them, 
one considers typing modulo open environments: a typing of expression e modulo Z is 
(represented by) a pair (S, r) such that ST F M e : z, where ST is obtained from r by 
replacing assumptions x : 0 by x : SO. A typing of declaration d modulo Z is a pair 
(S, {X : T}) such that ST t-M d : { x : 7). The set of ML-typings of e or d modulo r is 
either empty or contains a principal element, which is computed by Milner’s algorithm 
w, 3 taking U = Id in Theorem 4. We split PV into ‘%?& for expressions and %& for 
declarations. Besides termination, YV has the following properties. We say S =r T if 
S and T agree on FV(T). 
Theorem 4 (Damas and Milner [3]). Let Z be an environment that contains an as- 
sumption for each free variable of the expression e resp. declaration d. 
(a) If YP&(r, e) = (S, r), then for all (S’, z’) 
(i) sr t-ML e : 7’ 
w (ii) For some substitution U, S’ =r US and z’ = Uz. 
(b) If %&d) = (S, { x : Z}) and ? = V&, then for all (S’, {x : S}) 
(i) ST FML d : {X : 3,) 
- 
M (ii) For some substitution U, S’ =r US and O= Uzusr. 
(c) Zf W&(Z, e) =fail, there is no (S’, 7’) such that S’Z I-,w e : T’. If w&(r, d) = 
fail, there is no (S/,x : 3) such that S’Z t-_~~ d : {x : ci}. 
The substitutions S delivered by ?Y’- arise from solving equational type constraints 
(for application expressions and recursive declarations). The proof makes use of two 
lemmas, common to ML and ML+, one saying that typing derivations are parametric 
in their free (mono)type variables, and the other that a left V-introduction rule is valid 
(which is needed in the case of let.): 
Lemma 5. For every substitution S: 
(a) Zf Z FM e : 7 then ST EM e : S7. (b) Zf Z FM d : {x : zr} then ST t-_M 
d : {x : S(-zr)}. 
Lemma 6. Suppose aI + ax. (a) Zf Z, y : a2 tM e : 7, then Z, y : 51 tM e : 7. 
(b) Zf r, y : a2 tM d : {X : z~,Y:~z}, then Z, y : al FM d : {X : zr,YLzl}. 
3 See [3] or [18]. One obtains W from W + in Fig. 4 by deleting the constraint component from tbe 
output, omitting the subtraction of ‘specialized’ variables in %$z, and taking fi = mgu(Sa, t) in the clause 
for recursive declarations. 
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Additionally, for Theorem 4(b) a strengthening of Lemma 5(b) is required: 
Lemma 7. For every substitution S, ifr t-ML d: {x:Tr} then ST tML d: {x:?%‘~}. 
This lemma refers to ML only, and it is important to note that this property does 
not hold for ML+-typings. Taking S = [nat/a] one has 
tML+ val recx=xx : {x : \da.a}, but YML+ val recx = xx : {x : nat}. 
The reason is that if r,x : Tr tML+ e: r, we do have ST,x: S($) kML+ e: Sz, 
but with the weaker Esr + S(6), in general ST,x : Esr YML+ e : Sr. (To see the 
difference, it is instructive to check Lemma 5(b), using Proposition 1.) 
3. Curry-style type inference for polymorphic recursion 
For Curry’s type system C (ML without polytypes, declarations, let), Curry [2] 
and Hindley [9] gave an algorithm to compute principal types as follows. Since the 
calculus is syntax directed, an expression e immediately translates to a proof skeleton 
for a typing derivation of e, in which a fresh type variable CI, serves as the type of a 
subexpression s of e. For a given environment r, one computes an algebraic constraint 
set SE(T, e), a system of equations between type expressions, such that for every 
monotype substitution S, 
ST tc e : SCY, w S extends to a solution of SE(T, e). (1) 
The equations of SE( r, e) relate a, to Z(x) for free occurrences of variables x in e and 
for other subterms s relate cl, with the type variables of its immediate subexpressions 
according to the typing rules; hence S instantiates the proof skeleton into a valid proof. 
A unification algorithm (see [8,23]) for solving SE(T, e) therefore gives an algorithm 
to derive a typing of e modulo r. Most general unifiers S of SE(T,e) correspond to 
principal typings of e modulo r. 
Where type inference for ML depends on solving equational constraints on types, 
type inference for ML+ additionally involves solving matchability constraints. In a 
ML+-derivation 
r, x:$ t e(...x” . ..xTn...). T 
r t valrecx=e : {x : f} ’ (2) 
the types ri of the occurrences of x in e are generic instances of its assumed type Yr, 
i.e. 
-r z * z ,,..., zr t 7,. 
Note that (3) means there are substitutions Tl, . . . , T, with 
cr=ri and zp=/II for PEFV@)), i=l,...,n. 
(3) 
(4) 
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If Tz = o, we say T satisfies the matching statement z ~ o between monotypes r, cr. 
Using n inequation relations Cl , . . . , En, condition (4) is equivalent to 
(Tl,..., T,) satisfy { r &i ri, p Ci /_I 1 /l E W(r) flW(~), i = 1,. . . , a }, (5) 
in the sense that Ti satisfies all inequations for relation Ci. In order to infer ML+-types 
for val ret x = e of (2), the environment r and the monotypes r, ~1,. . , z,, have to be 
found by solving a set of constraints on type variables cr,, ~11,. . , LX,, ct, for the types 
of the binding occurrence of x, the occurrences of x in e and that of e in the proof 
skeleton behind (2). These constraints contain 
{C& LiEi, 6&i6(6 EFV(Ll), i=l,..., n}U{cc*=fz,} (6) 
with an initial environment A for D’(e) - {x}, so that a solution U gives r = Uol,, 
ri=Uai and r=UA.” U turns the matchability constraints (6) into the true matching 
statements of (4) - where the b’s are the FV(UG)‘s - thereby satisfying condition (3). 
Definition 8. A semiuni$cation problem in Lt,. . . , C, is a multi-set L of equations, 
r = cr, and inequations, r Ei o with 1 <i Gn, between monotypes r and c. A solution 
ofL is an n+l tuple (U,T,,..., T,) of substitutions, such that Uz = Uo for each r = o 
in L, and 
TiUZ = Uo for each r gi o in L, i = 1,. . . , n. 
Call U a semiunijier of L and TI, . . . , T,, its residual matching substitutions. The so- 
lution (U,T,,..., T,,) is more general than a solution (U’, Ti,. . . , TL), if U’ = RU on 
FV(L) for some substitution R. We say L holds, if Id is the semiunifier of some 
solution of L. 
While the above discussion shows that semiunification is relevant to ML+-type in- 
ference, it is in fact known that the two are equivalent: 
Theorem 9 (Henglein [7, Theorem 4, Corollary 121, Kfoury et al. [13, Theorems l-31). 
For every expression e there is a semiunijication problem L, (and vice versa), such 
that 
r I-_ML+ e : z for some T,z H L, has a semiuntfier. (7) 
Solvable instances of the semiunification problem have most general solutions [21], 
which can be extracted from a normal form of the problem [7, 12, 151. But unlike 
unification, transforming a semiunification problem may introduce new variables: If S 
is a most general semiunifier of L, then SL may have more variables than L: take 
4 For the latter, we assume IV(e) - { x are considered monomorphic, for simplicity. } 
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L={clt -+ a2 LB} and S=[Bt --+ fiz//?]. (S’= [tit + CQ//?] is not the most general.) 
Therefore, transformation of the problem is not guaranteed to terminate. In fact, 
Theorem 10 (Kfoury et al. [12]). The semiunification problem is undecidable for in- 
stances with at least two inequation relations and at least one binary function symbol. 
Solvability for instances with only one inequation relation or just monadic function 
symbols is decidable [ 10, 161. 
The proof of Theorem 9 by Kfoury et al. [ 131 is via an embedding of ML+ into 
A-calculus with polymorphic recursion and polymorphic abstraction, but no let, which 
is then reduced to semiunification. Hence it skips over the interplay between the 
monomorphic A-binding of ML+ and polymorphic ret-binding as well as the han- 
dling of declarations in the scope of recursions. Since, moreover, the algorithm of 
Henglein contains an error, 5 it is worthwhile to give the details of a correct constraint 
generating algorithm. From this we will derive our own semi-algorithm. 
The version of ML+ used in Henglein [7] and Kfoury et al. [ 131 has ret-expressions 
rather than declarations, and instead of PolyRec Dee uses the typing rule 
(PolyRec) 
FU{n:T’} t- e:r 
r k (recx.e) : 0 
if C + cr. 
The basic difference between monomorphic and polymorphic binding operators (ab- 
straction, recursion and let) is that the typing rules have premises of different forms, 
namely 
(mono) T,x : z t- e : c resp. (poly) T,x : Tr k e : 0. 
In order to infer r, r and 0 modulo a given context A, one looks for substitutions S 
with 
(mono) Sd,x : Sor, t- e : SIX, resp. (poly) SA,x : zsA I- e : Sol,, 
by solving a set of constraints. For the type Cli of the ith occurrence of x in e, by 
the Var rule one needs an equation a, = C(i in the monomorphic case, and a set of 
matchability constraints like (6) in the polymorphic case. These depend not only on 
the occurrence of x in e, but also on the environment A of the binding of x -A appears 
in (6), which determines the proper quantification in zsA. Since in general A may 
already contain variables of unknown polytype, we need a notion of ML+-typability 
modulo pseudo-environments. 
Let a scoped (monotype) environment r be a list of statements ix : z, for free 
variables of e that are considered I-bound, and statements x : z for variables x consid- 
ered ret- or let-bound in a global term containing e. Let r be be linearly ordered 
5 His constraints in the Var-case do not take the environment of the binding position of the variable into 
account. Also, the statement of Theorem 4 and Corollary 8 (p. 270) in Henglein [7], the analog to (I), are 
incorrect. For a proper statement, see Theorem 12 below. 
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SEI(T,x) = ({T g a,, d ~ ~?},a~), if Lx : z E r (resp. x : z E r), 
where cl,,5 is fresh, Z={alIZ~:cr>r(L)x:r} 
SEI( r, Axe) = CL, u {a, + a, = an>, an), 
where cr,, a~, is fresh, 
(L,, a=) = SEZ(T; Ax : aX, e), 
SEI(T,s . t) = GUkU{at + ast=cr,},ast), 
where aSf is fresh, 
(Las)= SEI(r,s), (&at)= SEI(T,t), 
SEI(T, let x = e ins end) = (L, U L, U {aX = a,,aS = aj,},al,,), 
where aX,a[,t is fresh, 
(Le, a,) = SEZ(T,e), (L,, as) = SEI(T;x : a,,s), 
SEZ(T, ret x.e) = (L, U {ax = a,, a, 5 areC, Fi r a},a,eC) 
where aX,a,, _C is fresh, 
(L,,a,)=SEI(T;x: a,,e), Z={ oily: c in I’}. 
Fig. 2. Constraints in Curry-style for scoped environments 
by >r from left to right, corresponding to decreasing scope of the respective binding 
operators in the global term. T;x : z is obtained by appending x : z to r, with x not 
in r. For substitutions S, S(T;x : z) := X;x : ST. Similarly for Ax : z. 
We define SEZ(T,e) for scoped environments in Fig. 2; this corrects Henglein’s 
definition in the case of variables. For a sequence Z, by Es C Z we mean ai L ai for 
each cli E 2. If ix : z E r is an assumption for a A-bound variable, then the constraints 
of SEI(T,x) for an occurrence of x contain r C a1 and r C r. Since this is equivalent 
to the constraint z = a,, I-bound variables get monomorphic types. 
Definition 11. For a scoped environment r, let pr be the set obtained from r by (i) 
replacing every ix : z in r is by x : z, and (ii) replacing every x : z in r by x : -ZAr,x, 
where x : T’r,x is obtained from z by universally quantifying all its type variables not 
inU{FV(a)I~y:a~rx:t}. 
We say the ML+-environment Fir is represented by the scoped environment r. A 
typing of e module the scoped environment r is a typing of the form zLsr tML+ e : z. 
Theorem 12. Suppose (L,, a,) = SEI(T, e). Then for all substitutions S and mono- 
types z, 
SF FML+ e : z H S =r U and 7 = Ua, for some semiunijier U of L,. 
(8) 
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The proof is by induction on e, where quantified assumption types are built using 
Clearly, (8) implies (7) and is similar to (1). Equivalences (1) and (8) immediately 
give indirect ML+-typing algorithms in Curry’s style: 6 
(i) Compute the constraint system of a term, find a most general (semi)unifier (if 
possible), and compute from it the principal typing (i.e. type and environment 
modification). 
Note that (1 ), (8) only give a modular, bottom-up composition of the constraint 
problems SE(T,e), resp. SEZ(T,e). What is needed in practice, however, is a modular 
composition of the principal solutions to get a direct, recursive algorithm: 
(ii) Compute the principal typings for the immediate subterms, and from those con- 
struct the principal typing of the term by solving the constraint at the root of the 
term. 
Such algorithms will be called in Milner’s style, since Milner’s ?iY is of this form. 
For Curry’s type system, one immediately obtains (ii) from (i) since the constraints 
SE(T,e) are equational: if U unifies SE(T,t) for a subterm t of e, and S is the 
solution of any additional constraint for e, then SU also unifies SE(T,s). So solutions 
of subproblems can be composed. However, for ML+(and for ML-typability via (7) 
resp. Kfoury et al. [l l]), a combination of solutions as in (ii) runs into problems, 
because matchability is not preserved under arbitrary substitutions: 
Example 13. U =Zd is a semiunifier of L = {~cfi 4 /I}, but for S = [(y --+ 6) --+ y/a], 
SU is not. 
Hence if U is a semiunifier of the constraints L of SEZ(T, t) and S solves an 
additional (in)equation C, then SU need not be a semiunifier of L. 
4. Miluer-style type inference for polymorphic recursion 
The impulse for this work stems from the goal to implement a variant of SML 
incorporating polymorphic recursion. It was hoped that if the type-inference phase 
could be formulated as a close variant of Milner’s [ 181 algorithm w, then such an 
SML-variant could be realised by simple modifications of existing type checker code 
_ which proved to be the case. A Milner-style algorithm also facilitates early detection 
and easy localization of type errors. 
In Section 4.1 we outline YV’, a preliminary such Milner-style algorithm, whose 
details might be easily anticipated given acquaintance with SEZ and -Ilr. Remaining 
6 To remain close to Henglein’s formulation, we have been considering a language with ret-expressions 
instead of SML-style declarations. We leave it to the reader to make the adjustments necessary for the 
language of SML with declarations. 
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deficits of W’ are then noted in Section 4.2, leading to the formulation of our algorithm 
-ly+ in Section 4.3. The correctness proof follows in Section 5. 
4. I. Preliminary algorithm W’ constructing ML+-principal typings 
In order to recursively compute principal typings modulo scoped environments, it 
would be sufficient to have some W’ such that - for expressions e - W’(r, e) = (S,, z,) 
iff for (L,, a,) = SEI(T,e), S, =mgsu(L,) and z, =&x,, where mgsu(L,) is a most 
general semiunifier of L,. From (2) and properties of most general semiunifiers, it 
would then follow that for all (S’,?), 
S’ =r US, and z’ = Uz, for some semiunifier U of S,L,. (9) 
But one cannot define W’ by recurring on environment and type only, because ML+- 
typability of a (closed) declaration val ret x = e is not - as it is for ML-typability - a 
function of just the environment and type in the principal typing x : 77 ~ML+ e : p of e. 
For example, the latter is x : Vct.a t ei : /I + fi for both el = 1y.y and e2 = Ay(xyy; y), 
but val ret x = el is ML+-typable, while val ret x = e2 is not. 
Therefore, the preliminary algorithm W’ given in Fig. 3 returns for (T,e) besides 
($7) the solved set SL, of constraints, which gives information about occurrences of 
polymorphic variables in e. Similarly for declarations. 
W’ resembles W in several respects. First note that W’, unlike SEI, outputs types, 
and correlatedly allows polytype assumptions x : V& in scoped environments r: as the 
constraints of W’(T,x) do not contain the bound variables fl, most general semiunifiers 
do not affect fi (which cannot be enforced by inequational constraints). For the case 
that all free type variables of x : T of r occur in assumptions Ily : o > rx : T, one then 
has EASr = S(rAr) by Proposition 1, so that typing ‘modulo the scoped environment 
r’ equals typing ‘modulo the ML+-environment represented by r’. 
W’ is like W (and unlike SEI) in that successive subterms are not treated inde- 
pendently of each other, but instead one moves rightwards from one subterm to the 
next and the environment is refined by the substitution solving the constraints already 
met. 7 In typing an expression let x = e ins end, the body of the type of x is found 
by first typing the defining expression e. 
The typing of val recx = e is done in two phases. In what we will call Phase 1, 
there is the call W’(r;x : c(, e) = (L,S, z), which gives the principal typing of e modulo 
the scoped environment T;x : ct. Since we will show Sa = a, this is 
qr; x : U) Ls(l-;x:ar) _ gpr , x : Vct.ci tML+ e : 7. (10) 
‘This reflects that in type checkers of SML, an equational type constraint is solved immediately by an 
update of type reference cells with global effect. 
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l W’(T’ x)= 
(0,W ~1, if;ix:zEr, 
(L,Zd,z[d/fi,$‘/$]), if x : b’& E r, 
where d={a~ly:a~~x:V’p.z}, 
a=FV(@) -W(d), 
6, p = new copies of ~3, fl, 
L={ccCcc’I ctEZ}U{6~6 1 sEFV(d)} 
with a fresh relation C 
0 W’(T, el . e2)=(0U(S& UL2 U ($71 --f cc}), OU&Sl, 017~) 
if(L1,S1,zl)=~‘(T,el) 
(Lz,S2,~2)=~‘(Slr,e2) 
U = m&&z, = 72 + a), where a is a fresh variable, 
0 = mgsu(U(S& UL2 u (S2Z1 = 72 + CX})) 
0 W’(T, (fnx=>e))=(L,S, Sol + z), 
if (L, S, z) = W’(r; Ax : c1 e), where a is a fresh variable 
l W’(r, let d in e end) = (0(&L, U L2), 0S$_$, 0~) 
if (L,,Sl, {x : z})= W’(r, d), 
(L2,&,p)=W’(SlT;x : z, e), 0=mgsu(S&1 UL2) 
0 W’(T, valx=e)=(L,S,{x: T}) 
if (L, S, 7) = W’( r, e), 
0 W’(r, val ret f = e) = (0(L[z/a]), OS, {f : Or}) 
if (L, S, z) = W’(r; f : CI, e), with LX fresh, 0 = mgsu(L[z/a]), 
0 W’ returns ail, 
if the $ ca 1 to mgu or mgsu or a recursive call returns fail. 
Fig. 3. A type assignment function W’ for ML+ with scoped environments. 
In Phase 2, this typing normally has to be ‘specialized’, by at least weakening the 
assumption x : Vtxcr. If the constraints L[z/a] have a most general semiunifier U, one 
has a refined ML+-typing satisfying the premise of PolyRec Dee, 
(11) 
One can therefore return W’(r, val recx = e) = (U(L[z/a]), US, {x : ?%z”usr}), which 
represents a most general typing of val ret x = e modulo r. 
For comparison, Mycroft’s [20] algorithm computes a sequence (r,,z,) such that 
(r,,l, Gz+1) is a principal typing of e modulo r,,,x : Grn, starting with a given ML+- 
environment r = ro and type 50 = ‘dmz. If ret x-e is typable, the sequence converges 
in some (Tm,z,) such that l&x : qrm t-.ML+ e : z,, the premise of (Poly Ret). For a 
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recursion at top level, Phase 1 in ?‘K’ is similar to computing (rl, ri ), while Phase 2 
avoids the repeated typing of e by solving the constraints L. 
4.2. Further steps towards a Milner-style algorithm 
4.2.1. Reducing constraint solving to its minimum 
In example (13) we noted the problem of composing a semiunifier with a substi- 
tution. %@ simply solves this by brute force: in the application-, let- and ret-cases, 
where a solved set L of constraints has to be refined by a substitution S semiunifying 
further constraints L’, mgsu(SLUL’) is explicitly called to ensure that SLUL’ is solved. 
We show in 7(lr+ below that for application- and let-expressions the calls mgsu yield 
0 = Id. Semiunification is thereby restricted to the ret-case. 
4.2.2. Adding type quantijiers in types of declarations 
Unlike “ly-, YY’ delivers quantifier-free types z for declared variables x. Y.Vi amends 
this. In Milner’s “w, the polytype for a declaration val x = e is obtained from w(r, e) = 
(S,r) as ?R”(r,valx=e)=(S,{ x :Tsr}). For ML+-type inference, where variables of 
the environment may represent unknown polytypes, it is unsound to likewise quantify 
all p E FV(z) that are not free in the environment. 
For example, if r = y : CI, the ML+-typing y : Va.a 1 yy : fi is principal modulo r, 
but the typing y : kfccct I- valx = yy : {x : Vfi.fi} is not: if S’ = [a + cr/a], the environ- 
ment y : V’a(a + LX) represented by ST is too weak to prove val x = yy : {x : ‘ij?.~} or 
yy : p. (Each expansion of S’ to a semiunifier U of the constraints in w’(L’, yy) = ({N 
C 1 /I ---f j3, CI C2 j?}, b) maps p to a type z’ = Ufi = (r 4 o by the second constraint, and 
only such r’ are types of yy in the environment y : ‘v”cr(cc -+ IX).) 
Essentially, since typing modulo r for ML+ involves the weakening of polytype 
assumptions, type variables of r in e: z cannot be quantified if they occur in L, in 
an ‘instance’ of the unknown polytypes (like /I in GI 52 /I above); for details, see 
spec(Sr,L) in Fig. 4. In the implementation, the type variables to be quantified are 
identified by the same attributes as for SML, which are properly inherited to fresh 
copies in the var-case. 
4.2.3. Using ordinary environments 
For reasons of efficiency, type checkers realize ordinary environments r by storing 
the assumed type T(x) in an attribute of the individual variable x. In $#‘“I, to type 
occurrences of x with scoped environments r, one needs the set of type variables 
free in some Ay : o in the environment of the binding expression of x. The usual 
realisation of environments and variables therefore does not supply the information 
assumed by YV’. 
YY+ below basically makes a minimal extension to the standard realisation of envi- 
ronments. Whilst traversing the global term, in a list ABTV we stack the variables of 
assumptions x : c for all I-bound x in the current environment. When typing an oc- 
currence i of a ret- or let-bound x, using IBTV we add monomorphism constraints 
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l @&(U, x)= 
1 (0, Id, 71, if A(x)=z, (L, Id, z[Z’/Z, p’/p]), if T(x) = Vflr, where 
2 = FV(V’pr ) - FV( A), 
Z’,$ = new copies of 2,i,a, 
L={~~i~‘IaEh!}U{6~id Ic~EFV(A)}, 
with a fresh index i, and I(X) := I(X) U {i} 
l W&(A,r, el . ez)=(USzL1 U UL2, U&St, UU) 
if (Ll,Sl,~l)=~,~(A,r,el) 
(L~,&,Q)= %&(SrA,Str,ez) 
U =mgu(S;!z,,r2 + M), where c1 is a fresh variable. 
l KzP(A,r, (fnx=>e))=(L,S, SKIT), 
if (L,,S, z) = %‘&(A,x : LX, r, e), where c( is a fresh variable, and 
L I= (L, - { 7’ Ci 7’ 17’ Ci T’ E LL }) 
u {Y rri Y I 7’ ci z’ E Lf, y E FV(z’) - (FV(S~L) - FV(SA))}. 
l %‘&(A, I’, let d ine end) = (&Lt U L2, &S1, p) 
if (L,,S,,{x: Z})=-/rl~JA,r, d) 
(Lw%,P)= @&(SlA,S1~,x : 7, e) 
l Wizc(A, r, val x = e) = (L, S, {x : V&}) 
if (L, S, z) = W&( A, r, e) 
$ = W(T) - FV(SA) - spec(Sr, L) 
l %$&(A, r, val ret f = e) = (ii(L[z/cr]), OS, {f : Vfi fir}) 
if (L,S, z) = %$(A, r, f : a, e), with a fresh, 
0 = mgsu(L[z/a]) 
B = I+‘( 0~) - FV( OSA) - spec( OX, fi(L[t/a])) 
l “Kx’, resp. %$& returns fail, 
if the call to mgu or mgsu or one of the recursive calls returns fail. 
Fig. 4. The type assignment function W’+ = (%$,, I%$:) for ML+. 
6 Ei 6 for all variables of A-assumptions in the environment of the occurrence of x, not 
just for those in the environment of the binding of x. When typing a A-subexpression e 
of the declaration ret-binding x (resp. of the expression let-binding x), we retract the 
monomorphism constraints for those variables which the l-abstraction subtracts from 
the environment. For details, see Fig. 4. 
Effectively this means variables in the environment that are I-bound in the global 
term are treated as if they had wider scope than other variables. So constraints have to 
be retracted after a il term is typed, the abstracted variable having narrower scope in 
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the global term than the remaining open variables. For ease of description, instead of 
using LBTV we separate below the assumptions for I-bound variables from the others, 
splitting the environment into two partial functions A, r. 
4.3. The semi-algorithm W+ for inference of Milner-Mycroft types 
Algorithm W’ , which is stated in Fig. 4, takes an expression e or declaration d 
and two environments A,T, with disjoint domain, as input. A contains the assumptions 
for monomorphic and r those for polymorphic free variables of e or d (i.e. those 
considered to be I-bound resp. val- or val ret-bound in an enclosing term). 
If W+ terminates, it returns fair or a triple (L, S, r) resp. (L, S, {x : T}), consisting of 
a semiunification problem L, a substitution S, and a type r resp. a typing statement 
{x : Q. 
Inequality relations in L are indexed with ‘fresh’ indices that correspond to occur- 
rences of polymorphic variables in e or d. Therefore, W+ has an implicit argument, a 
finite function I : IV -+ 2”) where I(x) c N enumerates the finitely many occurrences of 
x already visited; we assume 1(x)fU( y) = 0 for x # y. For each non-binding occurrence 
of x in e or d, W+ updates I by adding a new index to Z(x). 
The constraints in L related to occurrences of polymorphic variables y in f form a 
subsystem used in the clause for function abstractions: 
Lr:=U{Lqy:aEr} where LY:={TCipELIiEZ(y)}. (12) 
For quantification in WdL, we need a definition. If a semiunification problem L in 
Cl , . . . , C, holds, its set of pattern variables is 
PV(L):=U{P&(L)I lQi<n} where PK(L) := {a 1 z Ci CT EL, tl E FV(7), 
Ti(a) # a). 
The set of specialized variables of L, relative to r, written spec(r, L), is the closure 
of FV(T) under the relation RL defined by 
cc RL /? H for some l<i<n, MEPVi(L) and P~Ti(cl). 
A semiunifier U of L trivially renames LX, if Ucr # c( is a variable and Ucr @ FV( U/I) 
for all variables /3# CI in L. For example, if L = (y d y C a---f /?} and a,/&r, 6 are 
different, U = [p/a, fi/fi, 6/y] trivially renames y, but not a. 
Proposition 14. Zf L has a solution, then it has a most general semiunifier that does 
not trivially rename variables of L. 
By mgsu in our algorithm we mean a partial recursive function, which for unsolvable 
L may diverge or return jkil, and for solvable L returns a most general semiunifier of 
L which does not trivially rename variables of L. It exists by the previous proposition. 
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Example 15. To see’ the interplay of some of the factors, consider the typing of 
val ret f = (fn x => let val g = (fn y => (x = f y; x)) 
in g 0 end) ; 
One first computes the type of the embedded declaration of g, assuming an unknown 
polytype (resp. monotype) for f (resp. x) yielding (where Si = [&//?][S, -+/?/CC;] for 
some B, c$.): 
~d~({x:&}, {f:ccf},valg=l~.(x=f~;x)) 
= ({@f L{ 6, + L&z G{ &x)Jl, (9 : 6, --+ 6x)>. (13) 
Since S, and 6, occur in the constraint set in a specialization of the polytype unknown 
CC~, they are not quantified. Then g0 is typed, with r’ = r U {g : 6, -+ b,}, yielding 
(where & = [int/$,] for some 6;) 
@&(~J’,gO)=({~, rr; in&& c; &},S2,&>. (14) 
We therefore get ?V&( d, r, let val g = ly.(x = fy; x) in g0 end) = (L, S, S,), with 
L = {ar c-f 6, --+ s,, 6, c-f s,, 6, CI; inl, 8, c; 6,}, s = &si. 
When discharging the assumption x : S, to type the defining term for f, the constraint 
6, L{ 6, has to be removed: 
W#&(0, r, klet val g = Ly.(x = fy; x) in g0 end) 
= ((~2~ 5f 6, +Sx,dY Li in&d, Ci &},S,&-6,). 
In Phase 2 of typing f, we have to replace cxf by the derived type 6, -+ 6, and solve 
the resulting system 
A most general semiunifier U must satisfy U(6,) = Ti U(6,) = U(&) by the first in- 
equation, and then U(&) = T2U(S,.) = T2U(SY) = int by the second and third. Hence 
YY$~~(@, @,val ret f = let.. . in.. . end) = (UL, US, {f : int + id}). 
Note that in typing I-abstractions, the constraints 6, Ci 8, must not be removed for 
occurrences i of variables already discharged: if 8, Cz 6, were missing in (15), we 
would infer {f : V&( 6, -+ &)}. But this is not an ML+-type of the declaration of f. 
Note also that it would have been wrong to quantify 6, in the type of g in (13): in 
the derivation finally obtained, 6, = int. 
* A superscript x on an inequation symbol indicates that it stems from an occurrence of x. 
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5. Correctness and weak completeness of W+ 
We will now show that ?P is sound, weakly complete, and computes principal 
ML+-types. These follow from a characterization of the typings modulo a split envi- 
ronment A, r. 
- 
Definition 16. We call (S, r) a typing of expression e modulo A, Z if SA,SZsA tML+ 
- 
e : T, and (S, {y : 7)) a typing of declaration d modulo A, Z if SA, SZsA tML+ d : {y : Z}. 
Theorem 17. Suppose A,Z’ contains a type assumption for each free individual vari- 
able of the expression e resp. declaration d. Assume that for different assumptions 
yl:al,y2:52 in Z, FV(51)nFV(~2)CFV(A). Then 
(a) Zf K,f,(AJ’,e) = (L,S, z), then 
1. Id is a semiunijer of L, 
2. for all (S’,z’) the following are equivalent: 
(i) (S’, r’) is a typing of e modulo A,Z, 
(ii) for some semiunijer U of L, S’ =A,r US, and z’ = Uz. 
3. For dzjerent yl : 01, y2 : a2 in Z, FV(SiYl) n FV(Sa2) C FV(SA). 
(b) If wdiC( A, Z, d) = (L, S, {x : 7)) and Z = Yflz, then 
1. Id is a semiunifier of L, 
2. for each (S’, {x : a}), the following are equivalent: 
(i) (S’, {X : 3)) is a typing of d modulo A, Z, 
(ii) for some semiunifier U of L, S’ =A,r US and O=~usA, 
3. For dzfirent y1 : 01, y2 : 52 in Z, FV(STil ) II FV(S2) C FV(SA); moreover, 
FV(z) n FJ’(S?Q) C FV(SA). 
(c) Zf %‘&(A,Z,e)=fail or does not terminate, then e is not ML+-typable modulo 
A, Z. Similarly for Wdz,(A, Z, d). 
With the notions of principality from Definition 3, one can conclude: 
Corollary 18. Let Z be a closed environment, containing type assumptions for the 
free variables of expression e and declaration d, except for the declared variable 
of d. 
(1) Zf W&(Q), Z,e) = (L,S,z), then z is a principal type of e relative to Z. 
(2) Zf WdL(O,Z,d)=(L,S, {x:7}), then {x:-i} is a principal type for d relative to Z. 
The rest of the paper is concerned with a proof of the above theorem. Simultaneously 
with claims l-3 we will prove the following relations O(i)-(vi) between the input 
environments A, Z and the triple returned by “IF +. Their intuitive meaning is explained 
below. We say ‘L It- SA Ci SA’, iff for each 6 E FV(SA), there is some type r’ with 
r’ Ci r’ EL and 6 E FV(z’). 
0. (i) S does not ajj%ct variables of FV(Z) - FV(A), 
(ii) FV(rhs(L), z) n FV(SZ) C FV(SA), 
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(iii) Cfor YF&only) W(L) n W(z) = 0, 
(iv) For each Ci in L, L lk SA Ci SA, 
(v) For each y :iY E r, PV(LY) C FV(S?Q, 
(vi) For each y : FE r, FV(L - LJ’) r7 FV(S@ C FV(SA). 
(i) The variables a E FV(T)-FV(A) of the input represent quantified type variables, 
and the corresponding quantified assumption (of free polymorphic individual variables) 
is not weakened while inferring a type of the input expression. 
(ii) Type variables in the derived type r (resp. body of the derived typing x : Z) or in 
types of occurrences of polymorphic variables (recorded in &s(L)) must be monotypes, 
if they occur in the refined environment. 
(iii) The derived type z of an expression does not contain type variables known to 
represent polytypes; this cannot be demanded for derived typings for a declaration. 
(iv) t, enforces that PY( UL) n FV( USA) = 0 for all semiunifiers U of L. 
(v+vi) Variables of FV(ST) - FV(SA) occur in L on/y on the left-hand sides of 
inequation relations of the subsystem Lr CL. More precisely, for each y :O E r, we 
have 
PI’(LY) n FV(L - Ly) = 8 =PV(Ly) n FV(rhs(L)). (16) 
The first equation follows from (a) O(iv)-(vi), the second from (a) O(ii), (iv) and (v). 
The following lemmata on semiunification are mainly used to prove properties 0. 
Lemma 19. Let L be a semiunijkation problem and S a substitution. If L holds and 
S does not affect pattern variables of L, then SL also holds and PV(SL) = PV(L). 
Proof. Let c be matching substitutions so that (Id, T,, . . . , T,) is a solution of L. 
Define T;y := STiy if y E PV(L), and T/y := y else. It is straightforward to show that 
(Id, T,‘, . . . , Ti) is a solution of SL, and that PV(SL) = PV(L). 0 
Proposition 20. Suppose 221 does not afict variables of FV(T) - FV(A). 
(i) Zf S2 does not afSect FV(Slr) - FV(SlA), then &Sl does not afSect FV(T) - 
FV( A). 
(ii) rf FV(z) n FV(T) & FV(A), then FV(&z) n FV($T) c FV(& A). 
Lemma 21. Let U be a most general semiunt$er of L that does not trivially rename 
variables of L. Then U does not afSect variables of L occurring only on left-hand 
sides of inequations. 
Proof. Suppose y E FV(L) occurs only on left-hand sides of inequations. Expand U to 
a most general solution (U, Tl, . . . , T,,) of L. If Uy is not a variable, there is a strictly 
more general solution, defined with a fresh variable 7: 
r;Ta:= 7, 
(‘ 
if c( = y, 
Ucl, else, 
FiWZ := 
1 
TUy, if CI=?, 
Ti% else. 
So let Uy be a variable y’, and suppose y is affected by U. 
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Case 1: y’=y~Fv(Ud) for some S#l_JS. Then s#y=Uy. Let 7 be fresh and 
define (fi,pr,...,F,) by 
- 1 
if U= y, 
ucr ‘= Tk)[F/y], else, 
TiCi := 
{ 
(TiY)W/Yl, if m= 7, 
(Ti~>WvL if u # 5 
This is another solution of L: If p Ci g EL, where p = p(cr, y) and Ucl= T(/?, y) for 
simplicity, 
00 = (~~>wYl= (~UPMVYI since y @ FV(o), and (U, 7”) solves p Cj (I, 
= P(r(TiP, TiY)[~/Yl~(Ti”Y)[~lYl) 
= p(r( fij?, FiF), Fiy) since (TiUy)[y/y] = (Tiy)[T/y] = Ti$j = Tiy, 
= p(Ti((Ucl)[v,/y]), TiOy) = fiO@. 
But, contradicting the assumption, U is not as general as 0: if 0 = SU on FV(L), 
we have Sy = SUy = oy = y, so that y E FV(SUS) = FV( 06) since y E FV( U6). But on 
the other hand, y 6 FV(( US)[jj/y]) = FV( 0’6). 
Case 2: Uy = y’ # y. Since U does not trivially rename y, we have y’ E FV( U6) for 
some 6 # y in L. With fresh 7, define (0, F 1,. . . , f,) as above, except that fiy := (cy’) 
[y/y]. As above, this is another solution of L. Suppose 0 =SU on W(L). Then 
Syt = Su?, = oy = y, whence all occurrences of y’ in U6 turn into occurrences of y 
in SU6 = OS. But since y’ E FV( US) and y # y’, there is an occurrence of y’ in U6 that 
is unchanged when going to (US)[g/y] = l?S. Again, U would not be a most general 
semiunifier of L. 0 
Proof of Theorem 17 (By induction on the expression or declaration being typed). 
For reasons of space, we can only give the main arguments that are not needed in a 
proof of Theorem 4, the Damas and Milner theorem. 
Proof of claim 3 of (a) and (b): For (a), 3 follows from O(i). For (b), 3 holds for 
assumptions in r by O(i), and by O(ii) it also holds for the new assumption x : T. 
Case %$&(A, r, x): This case is completely left to the reader. 
Case %$(d,r,(fnx=>e)): The hard part is claim 2(ii) + (i), where constraint 
withdrawal is involved. 
2(ii) + (i): Let U be a semiunifier of L with S’ =A,r US and rr’ = U(Scl ---f 7). We 
have to modify U to obtain9 a semiunifier C? of L, with 
u = SA,x : (Sa _ TjU and ?%?OsA = UXusA. (17) 
By the induction hypothesis, OSA, x : ~Scc,~dSA~X:~sE t_ e : 07, hence by strength- 
ening the assumptions with Lemma 6, using (17) and the typing rule Fun, this gives 
S’A,s’Ts’A k (fnx=>e):(USa+Uz). 
9 Suppose y E W(e) where y : b E r and L = {p Ci S -+ 6) with i E I(y), IV(&) = { 6) and d = 0. Then 
U = [a/p, 6/S] is a semiunifier of L, but not of L, = L u (6 C, 6). 
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It remains to show the existence of a semiunifier 0 of L, satisfying (17). By as- 
sumption, U can be expanded to a solution (U, T, , . . . , T,,) of L. If it is not a solution of 
L,, there is r’ Q’ EL: and some 6 EFV(~‘)~FV(%)-FV(SA) such that TiUd # I!%. 
Hence for some y E FV( U6), we have ciy # y, which implies y E PV(Uo Ci Up) for 
some inequation 0 [ri p E Lr (or else we could change Ti on y). So y is a witness that 
(U,Ti,..., T,,) does not solve 
(6 Li 6, c Ci P} resp. {T’ & r’, CJ Ci p} c Lc C L,. 
Modify (U,T,,..., T,,) as follows. For each i with Ci occuring in Lr, let 
Di := { 6 E FV(Scl) - FV(SA) ) 6 E FV(5’), T’ & Z’ E Lf for some T’ }, 
and let PVi(UL) be the pattern variables of UL with respect to Ci. Let 
W:=U{ I!$ &i occurs in Lr} with Wi:=FV(UDi)nPJ$(ULr), 
be the set of variables witnessing that (U, T,, . . . , T,) does not solve L,. Since U must 
not be changed on Di, we can only modify U on Lr to obtain a suitable 0 with 
Pfi(C_?Lr) n FV(ODi) = 8. For each y E W, let y be a fresh variable, and with these 
Put 
sy:= y”, if y E W, 
y, otherwise. 
Using Wi := 8 if Ci does not occur in Lr, define (0, ?-I,. . . , F,) by 
WY 
if y’ = Sy for some y E W, 
Og= 
if /I 4 PV(Lr ), 
SUP, else, 
One can then show that (0, F i,...,F”) solves L, and that (17) holds. 
Case %‘&(A, r, el . e2): We only show O(iii) and 1, which contains the argument 
why the combination of substitutions does not corrupt solvedness of previously solved 
constraints. 
O(iii) By the construction of & we may assume that all variables of L, that are 
affected by S, belong to FV(Sl A, S1 r), and by induction hypothesis O(i) for e2, they 
must belong to FV(& A). Because of induction hypothesis O(iv) then, S2 does not 
affect PV(L1) at all. By Lemma 19 and induction hypothesis 1 for ei, &Li holds and 
PV(&Li) =PV(Ll). Using the induction hypotheses O(iii) for ei and e2, we obtain 
w(s2L1) nFv(s2~,)=0=Pv(L2) nw(~2). (18) 
Since Lz holds by induction hypothesis 1 for e2, and &Li and L2 have no inequation 
relations in common, L :=SzL, U L2 holds. We claim that U does not affect N’(L). 
By our choice of mgu, U = mgu(&z,, 72 + a) only affects variables in FV(&ri, 72, ol). 
By (18) and since CL was fresh, it is sufficient to show 
FV(&ri) n PV(L2) = 0 = FV(t2) n PV(S2Ll ). 
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Note that by the construction of 72 and S2 from SI A,SlT, we may assume 
FV(z2) 0 FV(&Ll) c FV(S2Sl A,S2Slr). 
Since FV(z2) n FV(S$$I3 s FV(&&A) by induction hypothesis O(ii) for e2, from 
(18) we obtain IV(Q) n PV(S&1) = 0. 
By the construction of L2 and S2, we may assume that a variable a E FV(zl) - 
FV(S, A, SIT) does not occur in L2 and is not affected by S2, whence FV(Scl) n 
PV(L2) = 8. For a EFV(~~) n FV(SlA,Slr) we have CI EFV(S~A) by induction hy- 
pothesis O(ii) for el, and then FV(Scl)rlPV(L2)=0 by hypothesis O(iv) for e2. Hence 
FV(S2ZI) n PV(L2) = 0. 
Having shown that U does not affect W(L), by Lemma 19 we conclude that UL 
holds, which proves claim 1, and that PV( UL) = W(L). Since U does not affect W(L), 
from (18) and CI +! FV(L) we get the claim, PV( UL) n FV(Ua) = 0. 
Case %‘&(A, r, let d ine end): We show O(ii) and 2(ii) + (i), where the modified 
quantification of type variables is crucial. 
O(ii) By induction on d, FV(rhs(Ll),?) rl FV($r) C FV(S1 A). Note that, in par- 
ticular, for each y : 0 E r we have FV(Sli7) n W(T) s FV(S, A), so that - together 
with O(i) - the extended environment S1 A, S1 T,x : Z Mfills the assumption for apply- 
ing ?4’& to e. Hence, the induction hypothesis for e gives FV(rhs(L2), p) n FV(S$i’~ 
r) C FV(&SI A). Using Proposition 20, we can combine the induction hypotheses to 
obtain 
FV(rhs(S2L1 u L2), p) n FV(&Slr) c FV(S2SI A). 
2(i) =+ (ii): Similarly as for ML, one needs Lemma 6. 
2(ii) + (i): Let Z = V&. Let U2 be a semiunifier of S2L1 U L2 with S’ =d,~ U2S2SI 
and p’ = U2p. Then Ul := U2S2 is a semiunifier of Ll, and by the induction hypothesis 
for d, 
(19) 
By induction (Id, Tl, . . . , T,) solves Ll. Note that spec(SIT, L1) U FV(Sl A) is closed 
under the 7;: substitutions. By definition of wd&, IV(?) cFV(Sl A) U spec(SlT,Ll). 
We may therefore modify U1 as in Lemma 22 below, so that instead of (19), we 
can assume the (stronger) left premise of the derivation below. Since U2 is also a 
semiunifier of L2, by the induction hypothesis for e we obtain the right premise. 
UI& A, UISlr ulslA t d : {x : ~“lslA} UlSl A, U~SIT”lslA,x :~QslA E e : p’ 
Ul44 k-w cils1A t 1etdineend:p’ 
Since UlSl =A,J S’, the conclusion of the derivation establishes the claim. 
Lemma 22. Let L be a semiunijkation problem of which (Id, Tl, . . . , T,,) is a semiuni- 
jier. Let V be a set of variables closed under the substitutions Ti, i.e. FV(Ti(a)) 2 V 
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for u E V. Then for each semiunijier U of L, the substitution U’ defined on L by 
for some fresh a’,else 
is a semiunifter U’ of L, and for any type z and V’ G V, up to renaming of bound 
quantifiers, 
u’zu’ v’ = uqp’ , where $=FV(Z) - V. 
Case WdL(A, r, val ret f = e): With the exception of O(i), O(v), and 2 the proofs 
of the claims are relatively straightforward and are omitted here. 
O(i) By induction, S does not affect FV(T, f : a) -FV(A), whence by Proposition 20 
it is sufficient to show that 0 does not affect FV(ST) - FV(SA). Since mgsu(L[z/cr]) 
does not trivially rename variables of L[z/a], by Lemma 21 it suffices to show that 
variables of FV(SP) - FV(SA) do not occur in rhs(L[z/a]). 
Since CI is not affected by S, it is not in FV(SA). Hence by induction hypothesis 
O(ii), CI = SU E FV(ST, f : CI) also cannot be in FV(rhs(L)). So rhs(L) = rhs(L[z/u]), 
and by induction hypothesis O(ii), 
FV(rhs(L[z/a])) n FV(ST) = FV(rhs(L)) n FV(ST) C FV(SA). 
(v) Suppose y : 77 E r. By induction hypothesis O(vi) for e, 
FV(L - Lf) n FV(Scl) & FV(SA), 
and since by hypothesis O(i) for e, S does not affect FV(T, f : LX) - FV(A), this shows 
that a = Scr does not occur in L - Lf. Hence, since y # f, we have a @ FV(LJ’) and 
therefore U(L[z/a])J’ = U(LY[z/a])= U(LJ’). To show PV(U(L[z/cc])Y) C FV( USO), we 
look at PV(LJ’). By the induction hypothesis and O(iii) for e, we have 
PV(Ly) g FV(Sa) - FV(SA), 
and since 0 does not affect FV(ST) - FV(SA), it does not affect PV(LJ’). By 
Lemmas 19 and 21, we get 
PV( O(L[z/a])J) = PV( O(LY)) = U(PV(LY)) 
G FV( USa) - FV( USA) C FV( US??). 
2(i) + (ii): Let (S’, {f : T}) b e a typing of val ret f =e modulo A,T. By rule 
PolyRec Dee, 
S’A,S’T”‘,f :O I- e:z’ and O=?” 
for some monotype t’. Since E did not occur in A, r and we can assume that it does 
not occur in the range of S’, we may modify S’ so that S’a = r’. Then (S’, r’) is a 
typing of e modulo A, T, f : ct. By induction, there is a semiunifier U’ of L such that 
S’ =A,r,f:cc U’S and r’ = U’z. 
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Since %=a by hypothesis O(i), one has U’a= U’Sa=S’a=r’= U’r, and hence 
U’ is a semiunifier of L[r/ol]. Its most general semiunifier 0 is a factor of U’, i.e. 
U’ =L[+I U 0 for some U. 
If f E W(e), then cc occurs in L, so U’z = Uoz and L contains some Ei with 
i E Z(f). Since L t SA Li SA by induction hypothesis O(iv), each 6 E FV(SA) occurs 
in an inequation of L[z/cc]. This gives U’ =sdUo and hence 
- I 
u,zU’SA _ u~~UUSA 
By our choice of mgsu we can assume that 0 does not affect FV(SlJ - FV(L[+]), 
and hence that U’ = sj-UC? as well. Because Uo is a semiunifier of L[z/a], we have 
found a semiunifier U of o(L[z/u]) such that 
(20) 
If f $! FV(e), then CI does not occur in L, so L = L[z/a] and hence 0 = Id by induc- 
tion hypothesis 1. Then U’ is a semiunifier U of fi(L[z/a]) = L satisfying (20). Hence 
(ii) holds. 
2(ii) + (i): Let U be a semiunifier of oL[C?z/a] such that 3 = %urisA and 
S’ =A,T Ui?S. Then U’ := Uo is a semiunifier of L[z/a]. From induction hypotheses 
O(i) and O(ii) it follows that c( $ FV(z) U FV(W,SA), and so 5 and S’ restricted 
to FV( A, lJ remain unchanged when modifying U’ and S’ on CI. Hence, redefining 
U’a := U’z and S’cc := U’Su, U’ is a semiunifier of L with S’ =A,T,f:sc U’S. By the 
induction hypothesis, 
S’A,s’Ts’A, f : s’cl”” k e : U’z. 
Since, by induction hypothesis O(i), Scz = c1 and therefore S’a = U’Scr = U’cr = U’z, we 
get s’cr”” = u’z.“” = ???“” = 77, and thereby the typing 
S/A S’T”“, f : Cr k e: U’x > and (r=U’t”‘, 
which by PolyRec Dee gives that (S’, {f : 5)) is a typing of val ret f =e modulo 
A,T. 0 
W+ types a subexpression of a global term without having a representation 
of the relative scope of variables in the global term, simply by stacking the types 
of A assumptions. The proof was correspondingly developed in terms of the notion of 
typing modulo a split environment. As mentioned in Section 4.2 to do typing modulo 
a scoped environment, it would suffice to record at every let- or ret-binding the 
types of J-bound assumptions at that binding. This alternative is implemented in [5] 
as well, and avoids the subtraction step in W +. The correctness proof, which should 
be developed in terms of the notion of scoped environment, has not been worked out 
in detail. Apart from the simplification of the 1 case, most other aspects of the above 
proof will remain, namely that it must be proved that semiunification is not necessary 
in the handling of application- and let-terms, and that the usual criterion for type 
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generalization has to be altered if the algorithm is to soundly infer quantified types for 
let-declared variables. 
6. Conclusion 
We have presented, and proved the correctness of, a new algorithm for type inference 
in the presence of polymorphic recursion. It integrates semiunification into Milner’s al- 
gorithm, a prerequisite for the easy adaptation of existing compilers. An implementation 
of this algorithm has shown that polymorphic recursion can be handled with tolerable 
time overhead in practice. 
In comparison with the principal types theorem for ML, the ML+ case involves a 
closure of a specialization of the environment to create quantified assumptions from 
polytype unknowns. Relatedly, semiunification constraints specify what other special- 
izations and closure of polytype unknowns also yield typings. The semiunification 
constraints are an unavoidable part of the principal typing because constraints which 
are solved do not necessarily stay so under specialization. 
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